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• The ΛCDM trivia: the players!

• The neutrino pie piece: decoupling in the early universe


• Number of neutrinos and Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis

• Number of neutrinos and Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation

• Neutrino masses and Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation?

• Neutrino masses and structure formation in the universe?


 


• Take home messages


1. Familiarize yourself with the board's layout:

Cosmic neuTRIVIA game steps

2. Roll the dice and get:

3. Is anyone cheating? Neutrinos and Tensions 

4. Final score:



ΛCDM NeuTRIVIA: PLAYERS

⌦i ⌘ ⇢i/⇢critical

Dark energy

⌦⇤ = 0.7

⌦CDM = 0.25

Cold Dark matter

Neutrinos!

⌦� ⇠ 10�5

Stars

⌦Stars = 0.005

Heavy elements
⌦Heavy Elements = 0.0003

Free H and He

⌦H, He = 0.04

ν

⌦i ⌘
⇢i
⇢c

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fimg.purch.com%2Frc%2F300x200%2FaHR0cDovL3d3dy5zcGFjZS5jb20vaW1hZ2VzL2kvMDAwLzAwMC8xMjYvb3JpZ2luYWwvY2hpbGUtZWFydGhxdWFrZS1lYXJ0aC1kYXlzMi0xMDAzMDItMDIuanBn&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.space.com%2F54-earth-history-composition-and-atmosphere.html&docid=Pwd-8dnndtvvyM&tbnid=QE8JV78Ojxx4CM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwiRib3Zte3bAhVi6YMKHablDp4QMwgyKAAwAA..i&w=300&h=200&client=firefox-b-ab&bih=700&biw=1571&q=earth%20planet&ved=0ahUKEwiRib3Zte3bAhVi6YMKHablDp4QMwgyKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fd1o50x50snmhul.cloudfront.net%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2007%2F12%2Fdn12996-1_500.jpg&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newscientist.com%2Farticle%2Fdn12996-universes-first-stars-may-have-been-dark%2F&docid=D7xF2jkUrfrfiM&tbnid=Qdsk-QvFk3z8mM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwjm-trNtu3bAhWJ6IMKHR6cCRIQMwg_KAIwAg..i&w=500&h=410&client=firefox-b-ab&bih=700&biw=1571&q=hydrogen%20and%20helium%20clouds&ved=0ahUKEwjm-trNtu3bAhWJ6IMKHR6cCRIQMwg_KAIwAg&iact=mrc&uact=8


How large is the MASSIVE neuTRIVIA 

pie piece? 

Neutrinos!

Cosmology tells us
Neutrino 

oscillations tell us
⌦⌫ . 0.0024 95% CL ⌦⌫ & 0.0012 95% CL

ν



I guess all you know about dark matter/
what about dark radiation?

But radiation is visible!
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According to standard cosmology, 
there is a cosmic neutrino background, 

equivalent to the CMB photon background, albeit slightly colder T≃ 1.94 K
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This cosmic relic neutrino background has never been detected directly.



The universe is filled with a dense flux of “relic neutrinos” 
created in the Big Bang. 

This makes neutrinos the most abundant KNOWN form of…
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• While the expansion rate of the universe is given by the Hubble factor:

• Neutrinos only interact via weak interactions, with a rate:

�⌫ = n�v ' T 3G2
FT

2 ⇠ G2
FT

5

H
2 =

8⇡G

3
⇢ ⇠ T

4
/m

2
pl

�⌫/H ⇠
✓

T

1 MeV

◆3

• Therefore neutrinos decouple from the thermal bath around 1 MeV.

According to standard cosmology, there are three active Dirac or Majorana neutrinos, 
which decouple from the thermal bath when their scattering rate is smaller than
the expansion rate of the universe:





Event Time Redshift Temperature

Baryogenesis ? ? ?

EW phase transition 2⇥ 10�11
s 1015 100GeV

QCD phase transition 2⇥ 10�5
s 1012 150MeV

Neutrino decoupling 1s 6⇥ 109 1MeV

Electron-positron annihilation 6s 2⇥ 109 500keV

Big bang nucleosynthesis 3min 4⇥ 108 100keV

Matter-radiation equality 6⇥ 104yrs 3400 .75eV

Recombination 2.6� 3.8⇥ 105yrs 1100-1400 .26� .33eV

CMB 3.8⇥ 105yrs 1100 .26eV

Baryogenesis: As we discussed in lecture 5, there is an asymmetry between baryons and
anti-baryons that cannot be explained by the standard model of particle physics. Thus at
energies above 1TeV there must be some new physics that generates this asymmetry. While
there are many di↵erent theoretical ideas, there is no experimental test of any of these so
we cannot associate a time to baryogenesis. Since the observed universe is neutral under the
electric charge, there must be a similar asymmetry between electrons and positrons so that
after their annihilation we are left with one electron for each proton.

Electroweak-phase transition: During this phase transition that we discussed last time,
the particles get their mass due to the so called Higgs e↵ect. Once the standard model
particles are massive they start to drop out of equilibrium whenever the temperature of the
universe (i.e. the thermal bath) becomes smaller than their mass. Then the particles start
to annihilate with their anti-particles and their number densities decrease exponentially.
The remaining matter in our observed universe is due to the matter-anti-matter asymmetry
mentioned above.

QCD phase transition: The strong force is weaker at higher energies (temperatures)
and becomes stronger and stronger during the cooling of the universe. Around 150MeV the
strong force is so strong that free gluons and quarks cannot exist anymore and all the quarks
are bound into so called baryons and mesons. These are bound states that are neutral under
the strong force. The lightest baryons are the familiar proton and neutron. There are also
heavier baryons and mesons that can be lighter than the proton and neutron but all of these
are unstable and quickly decay. So a little bit after the QCD phase transition we are left
with essentially only protons and neutrons that are the building blocks for the atomic nuclei.

Neutrino decoupling: As we discussed today, at around 1MeV the weak interaction
becomes so weak that particles that are only charged under the weak force, i.e. the neutrinos,
decouple from the thermal plasma. These neutrinos, similarly to the photons in the CMB,
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Relic neutrinos do not inherit any of the energy associated to e+ e-  annihilations, being 
colder than photons:

If these neutrinos are massive, their energy density, at T<<m is 

Then, demanding that massive neutrinos do not over-close the universe,

Their thermal motion is:

large velocity dispersion. Using the relativistic Fermi–Dirac distribution (3), we find a rough
estimate of this velocity dispersion:

hvthermali ' 81(1 + z)
✓
eV

m⌫

◆
km s�1. (6)

For a ⇠ 1 eV neutrino, hvthermali ' 100 km s�1 is comparable to the typical velocity dispersion
of a galaxy. For dwarf galaxies, the velocity dispersion is even smaller, ⇠ O(10) km s�1. Thus
the relic neutrinos have much too much thermal energy to be squeezed into small volumes
to form the smaller structures we observe today [10]. In contrast, cold dark matter (CDM)
has by definition hvthermali = 0, and is thus not subject to these constraints.

Nonetheless, even if relic neutrinos cannot form the bulk of the cosmic dark matter,
because their kinematic properties are so di↵erent from those of CDM, their presence at
even the ⌦⌫ ⇠ 0.1% level must leave a signature in the large-scale cosmological observables.
Detecting this signature will then allow us to establish the absolute neutrino mass scale via
equation (5).

In this section, I outline the theoretical framework for predicting the e↵ects of massive
neutrinos on the CMB anisotropies and LSS matter power spectrum via linear perturbation
theory. For more detailed discussions of linear cosmological perturbation theory in general,
see, e.g., [11, 12].

3.1 The homogeneous universe

The observed universe appears to be homogeneous and isotropic on scales of O(100) Mpc.
On these scales space also appears to be expanding. The simplest spacetime metric that
captures these observational features has the form

ds2 = gµ⌫dx
µdx⌫ = a2(⌧)[�d⌧ 2 + �ijdx

idxj], (7)

where ⌧ is the conformal time, and xi .= x are the comoving coordinates. The metric (7),
known as the Friedmann–Lemâıtre–Robertson–Walker (FLRW) metric, forms the basis of
modern cosmology.

The spatial part of the FLRW metric �ij encodes the local geometry of space, which can
be (i) flat and Euclidean, (ii) spherical (i.e., with positive curvature), or (iii) hyperboloid
(i.e., with negative curvature). Currently, there is no observational evidence for spatial
curvature [13]. From a theoretical perspective, it is also di�cult to reconcile spatial curvature
with inflationary cosmology (see, e.g., [14]). We therefore consider only the case of flat spatial
geometry, so that �ij = �ij.

The energy content of the universe is encoded in the stress–energy tensor Tµ⌫ . Homo-
geneity and isotropy imply that there is only one sensible choice,

T µ
⌫ = T̄ µ

⌫ ⌘ diag (�⇢̄, p̄, p̄ , p̄) , (8)

where ⇢̄ and p̄ are the spatially averaged energy density and pressure, respectively, of a
comoving fluid in its rest frame. Expression (8) can be easily generalised to the multi-fluid
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Too much thermal energy to be squeezed into small volumes to form the 
smaller structures we observe today!

2 FERMILAB–Pub–04/379–T

As a Gedankenexperiment, the prospect of cosmic-
neutrino absorption spectroscopy has great clarity and
appeal. Reality is more complicated, and it is our
purpose—building on earlier work—to analyze all the im-
portant effects that will influence the execution and in-
terpretation of neutrino-absorption experiments. We are
encouraged in this effort by the imminent construction
and operation of neutrino observatories and by imagi-
native efforts to develop new techniques to detect super-
high-energy neutrinos. A novel aspect of the analysis pre-
sented here is our attention to the thermal motion of the
relics. We also raise the possibility that cosmic-neutrino
absorption spectroscopy might open a new vista on the
thermal history of the universe, as well as extending or
validating our understanding of neutrino properties.

In the body of this introductory section, we develop the
pieces that enter the analysis of neutrino absorption spec-
tra: our expectations for the relic neutrino background
now and in the past, details of the annihilation cross sec-
tion, and possible sources of extremely energetic cosmic
neutrinos. We also survey experiments that aim to de-
tect ultrahigh-energy neutrinos. In §II, we describe the
idealized situation of a super-high-energy neutrino beam
incident on a (very long) uniform column of relic neutri-
nos at today’s density, but with negligible temperature.
We describe the information that could be extracted from
absorption dips, assuming perfect energy resolution and
flavor tagging.

The extremely long interaction length for neutrinos
traversing the relic background means that we must inte-
grate over cosmic time, or redshift, and this takes up §III.
There we discuss the mechanisms that distort absorption
lines and how the distortions compromise the dream of
determining the absolute neutrino masses. We also re-
mark on the sensitivity of the line-shape to the thermal
history of the Universe.

We include Fermi motion due to the relic-neutrino
temperature—which evolves with redshift—in §IV. The
mean relic-neutrino momentum at the present epoch acts
as a rough lower bound on the effective target mass. Sec-
tion V is devoted to the implications of unconventional
neutrino histories, including neutrino decay and the con-
sequences of a lepton asymmetry in the early Universe.
We summarize what we have learned, and assess the
prospects for experimental realization of these ideas in
§VI. Looking forward to the experiments, we consider
how external information could enhance the potential
of cosmic-neutrino absorption spectroscopy, and we es-
timate the sensitivity required to make the technique a
reality.

B. Character of the Relic Neutrino Background

The cosmic microwave background is characterized by
a Bose–Einstein blackbody distribution of photons (per

unit volume)4

dnγ(T )

d3p
=

1

(2π)3
1

exp (p/T )− 1
, (1)

where p is the relic momentum and T is the temperature
of the photon ensemble. The number density of photons
throughout the Universe is

nγ(T ) =
1

(2π)3

∫
d3p

1

exp (p/T ) − 1
=

2ζ(3)

π2
T 3, (2)

where ζ(3) ≈ 1.20205 is Riemann’s zeta function. In
the present Universe, with a photon temperature T0 =
(2.725 ± 0.002) K [8], the photon density is

nγ0 ≡ nγ(T0) ≈ 410 cm−3 . (3)

The present photon density provides a reference for
other big-bang relics. The essential observation is that
neutrinos decoupled when the cosmic soup cooled to
around 1 MeV, so did not share in the energy released
when electrons and positrons annihilated at T ≈ me,
the electron mass. Applying entropy conservation and
counting interacting degrees of freedom, it follows that
the ratio of neutrino and photon temperatures (below
me) is

Tν/T =
(

4
11

)1/3
, (4)

so that the present neutrino temperature is

Tν0 =
(

4
11

)1/3
T0 = 1.945 K ! 1.697× 10−4 eV . (5)

The momentum distribution of relic neutrinos follows
the Fermi–Dirac distribution (with zero chemical poten-
tial),

dnνi
(Tν)

d3p
=

dnνc

i
(Tν)

d3p
=

1

(2π)3
1

exp (p/Tν) + 1
. (6)

The number distribution of relic neutrinos is therefore

nνi
(Tν) = nνc

i
(Tν) =

1

(2π)3

∫
d3p

1

exp (p/Tν) + 1

=
3ζ(3)

4π2
T 3

ν , (7)

= 3
22nγ(T ) .

In the present Universe, the number density of each (ac-
tive) neutrino species is 5

nνi0 = nνc

i
0 ≡ nνi

(Tν0) ≈ 56 cm−3 , (8)

4 We adopt units such that h̄ = 1 = c, and we will mea-
sure temperature in kelvins or electron volts, as appropriate to
the situation. The conversion factor is Boltzmann’s constant,
k = 8.617343 × 10−5 eV K−1.

5 The unconventional neutrino histories described in §V can alter
this expectation.

This expression remains valid today.
Equation (4) provides a useful estimate for the temperature of the relic neutrino back-

ground. However, we do expect some small corrections owing to the fact that the processes
of neutrino decoupling and e+e� annihilation occur in close proximity in time and that these
processes are not instantaneous; At the time of e+e� annihilation, some neutrinos, particu-
larly those at the high energy tail of the Fermi–Dirac distribution, are still coupled to the
cosmic plasma and will partake in the reheating process. Thus in general we expect the
neutrino energy density to be a little higher than is implied by the relation (4).

This increase in the neutrino energy density is usually parameterised in terms of an in-
crease in the e↵ective number of neutrino families Ne↵ , defined via

P
i ⇢⌫,i ⌘ Ne↵⇥⇢⌫,0, whereP

i ⇢⌫,i is the total energy density residing in all neutrino species, and ⇢⌫,0 = (7/8)(⇡2/30)gT 4
⌫

denotes the “standard” neutrino energy density per flavour. Evidently, this relation is
uniquely defined only at early times when the neutrinos are still relativistic. Taking also into
account neutrino flavour oscillations and finite temperature QED e↵ects, Ne↵ = 3.046 [6].

2.3 Properties of the relic neutrino background today

Using equation (4) and measurements of the present CMB temperature TCMB,0 = 2.725 ±
0.001 K [7] leads us to expect a relic neutrino background of temperature T⌫,0 = 1.95 K ⇠
10�4 eV. The number density is expected to be 112 cm�3 per flavour from equation (2).

The exact energy density per flavour depends on whether the neutrinos are relativistic or
nonrelativistic today. The neutrinos are relativistic if m⌫ ⌧ T⌫,0, in which case their energy
density per flavour is ⇢⌫ = (7/8)(4/11)4/3⇢CMB. Normalised to the present-day critical density
⇢crit,0 = 3H2

0/8⇡G, where H0 = 100 h is the present Hubble parameter and G Newton’s
constant, we find ⌦⌫h2 ⌘ (⇢⌫,0/⇢crit,0)h2 = 6⇥ 10�6. In other words, the energy density due
to relativistic neutrinos today is completely negligible.

However, if m⌫ � T⌫,0, then the energy density per flavour is ⇢⌫ = m⌫n⌫ , or, equivalently,

⌦⌫h
2 ' m⌫

93 eV
. (5)

Thus, even for a neutrino mass as small as m⌫ = 0.05 eV, we expect to find a non-negligible
⌦⌫ ⇠ 0.1%; These neutrinos then form a dark matter component in the universe. By de-
manding that massive neutrinos not overclose the universe, i.e., ⌦⌫ < 1, one can immediately
set an upper bound on the sum of the neutrino masses,

P
m⌫ < 93 eV [8, 9]. Historically

this is first upper bound on the neutrino mass from cosmology and is sometimes known as
the “closure” bound.

3 Linear cosmological perturbations

Neutrino dark matter satisfying the closure bound cannot constitute all of the dark matter
content of the universe because thermal relics that decouple when relativistic come with a
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dnγ(T )
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(2π)3
1

exp (p/T )− 1
, (1)

where p is the relic momentum and T is the temperature
of the photon ensemble. The number density of photons
throughout the Universe is
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∫
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where ζ(3) ≈ 1.20205 is Riemann’s zeta function. In
the present Universe, with a photon temperature T0 =
(2.725 ± 0.002) K [8], the photon density is

nγ0 ≡ nγ(T0) ≈ 410 cm−3 . (3)

The present photon density provides a reference for
other big-bang relics. The essential observation is that
neutrinos decoupled when the cosmic soup cooled to
around 1 MeV, so did not share in the energy released
when electrons and positrons annihilated at T ≈ me,
the electron mass. Applying entropy conservation and
counting interacting degrees of freedom, it follows that
the ratio of neutrino and photon temperatures (below
me) is

Tν/T =
(

4
11

)1/3
, (4)

so that the present neutrino temperature is

Tν0 =
(

4
11

)1/3
T0 = 1.945 K ! 1.697× 10−4 eV . (5)

The momentum distribution of relic neutrinos follows
the Fermi–Dirac distribution (with zero chemical poten-
tial),

dnνi
(Tν)

d3p
=

dnνc

i
(Tν)

d3p
=

1

(2π)3
1

exp (p/Tν) + 1
. (6)

The number distribution of relic neutrinos is therefore

nνi
(Tν) = nνc

i
(Tν) =

1

(2π)3

∫
d3p

1

exp (p/Tν) + 1

=
3ζ(3)

4π2
T 3

ν , (7)

= 3
22nγ(T ) .

In the present Universe, the number density of each (ac-
tive) neutrino species is 5

nνi0 = nνc

i
0 ≡ nνi

(Tν0) ≈ 56 cm−3 , (8)

4 We adopt units such that h̄ = 1 = c, and we will mea-
sure temperature in kelvins or electron volts, as appropriate to
the situation. The conversion factor is Boltzmann’s constant,
k = 8.617343 × 10−5 eV K−1.

5 The unconventional neutrino histories described in §V can alter
this expectation.

⌦⌫h
2 =

P
m⌫

93 eV

For a 1 eV neutrino, thermal motion is 

comparable to the typical velocity dispersion of a galaxy. 


For dwarf galaxies, 

the velocity dispersion is smaller, 10 km/s 


νννννννννννννννννννν

X
m⌫ . 45 eV



According to neutrino oscillation physics, we know that there are at least two Dirac or 
Majorana massive neutrinos:  
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FIG. 2: The range of probability of finding the α-flavor in the i-th mass eigenstate as indicated as the CP-violating phase, δ,
is varied. The bottom of the bars is for the minimum allowed value of cos δ = −1 and the top of the bars is for the maximum
value of cos δ = 1. The other mixing parameters are held fixed: sin2 θ12 = 0.30, sin2 θ13 = 0.03 and sin2 θ23 = 0.50. The
maximum to minimum variation of the fractional flavor content of µ or τ in mass eigenstates 1 or 2 is very close to sin θ13. The
only parameter in the PMNS mixing matrix this figure is not sensitive to is the sign of sin δ.

An extremely useful way to understand the meaning of
the various mixing angles is to relate them to the proba-
bility of finding the α-flavor in the i-th mass eigenstate.
This probability is given by the absolute square of the
PMNS matrix elements, |Uαi|2. Thus the probability of
finding νe in the 3-th neutrino mass eigenstate is just
sin2 θ13 which is known from the Chooz data to be no
larger than a few per cent (< 3%). Similarly the proba-
bility of finding νµ (ντ ) in the 3-th mass eigenstate is just
cos2 θ13 sin2 θ23 ≈ sin2 θ23 (cos2 θ13 cos2 θ23 ≈ cos2 θ23)
since cos2 θ13 is very close to unity. Also the probabil-
ity of finding the νe in the 2-th mass eigenstate is just
cos2 θ13 sin2 θ12 ≈ sin2 θ12. Since the 8B solar neutrinos
exit the sun as nearly a pure ν2 neutrino mass eigenstate,
due to matter effects[14], the measurement of the Charge
Current to Neutral Current (CC/NC) ratio by SNO is a
direct measurement of sin2 θ12 up to small corrections.

In general the probability of finding the α-flavor in the
i-th mass eigenstate, Pν(α, i) is given by

Pν(α, i) = |Uαi|
2 ≈ (9)





c2
12 s2

12 s2
13

c2
23s

2
12 + Ks13 cos δ c2

23c
2
12 − Ks13 cos δ s2

23

s2
23s

2
12 − Ks13 cos δ s2

23c
2
12 + Ks13 cos δ c2

23





where K = 1

2
sin 2θ12 sin 2θ23 (≈ 1

2
) and terms of order

sin2 θ13 have been dropped except in the (e,3) component
which otherwise would be zero. Note, that up to this
order the sum of each row and each column of this prob-

ability matrix adds up to one as required by unitarity.
The probabilities (µ,1), (µ,2), (τ ,1) and (τ ,2) all depend
linearly on sin θ13 cos δ whose sign is determined by cos δ
and the magnitude can be quite significant compared to
the terms independent of sin θ13 in these probabilities.

Translating the mixing angle information reported by
the experiments into ranges of probability of finding the
α-flavor in the i-th mass eigenstate we obtain

0.25 < sin2 θ12
∼= Pν(e, 2) < 0.33

0.35 < sin2 θ23
∼= Pν(µ, 3) < 0.65 (10)

sin2 θ13 ≡ Pν(e, 3) < 0.03

at the 90% confidence level. Clearly, using the proba-
bility metric, i.e. sin2 θ, our current information of the
solar mixing is significantly better than that of the at-
mospheric mixing. This occurs because sin2 2θ is a poor
measure of sin2 θ near sin2 θ = 1

2
. Eqn(9) and (10) can

be used to calculate the ranges for all the other the prob-
abilities with the unknown cos δ varying from -1 to +1.

In the past, the central value of all of these probabilities
has been presented in a bar graph with a separate hor-
izontal bar for each neutrino mass eigenstate with color
and/or shading coding for each of the neutrino flavors.
This is a very useful pictorial way of presenting all of the
neutrino mixing data with a physical interpretation. In
this letter we extend this diagram to include the range
of possible probabilities allowed by the data. To do this
we make use of the thickness of the bars so that the bot-
tom of the bar represents the minimum allowed value

(Mena,Parke, PRD’04)
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We are sure then that two neutrinos have a mass above:  

and that at least one of these neutrinos has a mass larger than

q
�m2

12 ' 0.008 eV

q
|�m2

13| ' 0.05 eV

According to neutrino oscillation physics, we know that there are at least two Dirac or 
Majorana massive neutrinos:  



which translates into a lower bound on the total neutrino mass, depending on the ordering:
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X
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According to neutrino oscillation physics, we know that there are at least two Dirac or 
Majorana massive neutrinos:  



• The ΛCDM trivia: the players!

• The neutrino pie piece: decoupling in the early universe


• Number of neutrinos and Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis

• Number of neutrinos and Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation

• Neutrino masses and Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation?

• Neutrino masses and structure formation in the universe?


 


• Take home messages


1. Familiarize yourself with the board's layout:

Cosmic neuTRIVIA game steps

2. Roll the dice and get:

4. Final score:

3. Is anyone cheating? Neutrinos and Tensions 
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The total radiation in the universe can be written as: 

Neff = 3.0440 ± 0.0002 standard scenario: electron, muon and tau neutrinos

Neff < 3.044 (less neutrinos): Neutrino decays ?

Neff > 3.044 (more neutrinos): Sterile neutrino species ?

But….if they are sterile, and do not 
interact with other particles, how 
cosmologists measure them? 

That’s the dark side of the 
GRAVITATIONAL FORCE…

Number of neutrinos: Neff 

Bennett et al, 2012.02726



Big Bang Nucleosynthesis: Neff  



Event Time Redshift Temperature

Baryogenesis ? ? ?

EW phase transition 2⇥ 10�11
s 1015 100GeV

QCD phase transition 2⇥ 10�5
s 1012 150MeV

Neutrino decoupling 1s 6⇥ 109 1MeV

Electron-positron annihilation 6s 2⇥ 109 500keV

Big bang nucleosynthesis 3min 4⇥ 108 100keV

Matter-radiation equality 6⇥ 104yrs 3400 .75eV

Recombination 2.6� 3.8⇥ 105yrs 1100-1400 .26� .33eV

CMB 3.8⇥ 105yrs 1100 .26eV

Baryogenesis: As we discussed in lecture 5, there is an asymmetry between baryons and
anti-baryons that cannot be explained by the standard model of particle physics. Thus at
energies above 1TeV there must be some new physics that generates this asymmetry. While
there are many di↵erent theoretical ideas, there is no experimental test of any of these so
we cannot associate a time to baryogenesis. Since the observed universe is neutral under the
electric charge, there must be a similar asymmetry between electrons and positrons so that
after their annihilation we are left with one electron for each proton.

Electroweak-phase transition: During this phase transition that we discussed last time,
the particles get their mass due to the so called Higgs e↵ect. Once the standard model
particles are massive they start to drop out of equilibrium whenever the temperature of the
universe (i.e. the thermal bath) becomes smaller than their mass. Then the particles start
to annihilate with their anti-particles and their number densities decrease exponentially.
The remaining matter in our observed universe is due to the matter-anti-matter asymmetry
mentioned above.

QCD phase transition: The strong force is weaker at higher energies (temperatures)
and becomes stronger and stronger during the cooling of the universe. Around 150MeV the
strong force is so strong that free gluons and quarks cannot exist anymore and all the quarks
are bound into so called baryons and mesons. These are bound states that are neutral under
the strong force. The lightest baryons are the familiar proton and neutron. There are also
heavier baryons and mesons that can be lighter than the proton and neutron but all of these
are unstable and quickly decay. So a little bit after the QCD phase transition we are left
with essentially only protons and neutrons that are the building blocks for the atomic nuclei.

Neutrino decoupling: As we discussed today, at around 1MeV the weak interaction
becomes so weak that particles that are only charged under the weak force, i.e. the neutrinos,
decouple from the thermal plasma. These neutrinos, similarly to the photons in the CMB,

6



BBN theory predicts the abundances of D, 3He, 4He and 7Li which are fixed by t≃180 s. 
They are observed at late times: low metallicity sites with little evolution are “ideal”. 

High z QSO absorption lines.
Destroyed in stars.

Low metallicity extragalactic HII regions.
Produced in stars.

Metal poor stars in our galaxy.
Destroyed in stars and produced by 
galactic cosmic ray interactions.

Solar system and high metallicity HII 
galactic regions. 
3He not used for cosmological constraints.

20

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis: Neff  

P.A. Zyla et al. (Particle Data Group), 
Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 2020, 083C01 (2020).

https://pdg.lbl.gov/2020/html/authors_2020.html


 Neff changes the freeze out temperature of weak interactions:

Yp =
2(n/p)

1 + n/p

�n$p ⇠ H

MORE NEUTRINOS:


Higher Neff: larger expansion rate & freeze out temperature, MORE HELIUM 4

n/p ' e
�mn�mp

Tfreeze

21

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis: Neff  

Fields, Olive, Yeh & Young JCAP ‘20

Ne↵ = 2

Ne↵ = 3

Ne↵ = 4
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Cosmic neuTRIVIA game steps
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3. Is anyone cheating? Neutrinos and Tensions 



Event Time Redshift Temperature

Baryogenesis ? ? ?

EW phase transition 2⇥ 10�11
s 1015 100GeV

QCD phase transition 2⇥ 10�5
s 1012 150MeV

Neutrino decoupling 1s 6⇥ 109 1MeV

Electron-positron annihilation 6s 2⇥ 109 500keV

Big bang nucleosynthesis 3min 4⇥ 108 100keV

Matter-radiation equality 6⇥ 104yrs 3400 .75eV

Recombination 2.6� 3.8⇥ 105yrs 1100-1400 .26� .33eV

CMB 3.8⇥ 105yrs 1100 .26eV

Baryogenesis: As we discussed in lecture 5, there is an asymmetry between baryons and
anti-baryons that cannot be explained by the standard model of particle physics. Thus at
energies above 1TeV there must be some new physics that generates this asymmetry. While
there are many di↵erent theoretical ideas, there is no experimental test of any of these so
we cannot associate a time to baryogenesis. Since the observed universe is neutral under the
electric charge, there must be a similar asymmetry between electrons and positrons so that
after their annihilation we are left with one electron for each proton.

Electroweak-phase transition: During this phase transition that we discussed last time,
the particles get their mass due to the so called Higgs e↵ect. Once the standard model
particles are massive they start to drop out of equilibrium whenever the temperature of the
universe (i.e. the thermal bath) becomes smaller than their mass. Then the particles start
to annihilate with their anti-particles and their number densities decrease exponentially.
The remaining matter in our observed universe is due to the matter-anti-matter asymmetry
mentioned above.

QCD phase transition: The strong force is weaker at higher energies (temperatures)
and becomes stronger and stronger during the cooling of the universe. Around 150MeV the
strong force is so strong that free gluons and quarks cannot exist anymore and all the quarks
are bound into so called baryons and mesons. These are bound states that are neutral under
the strong force. The lightest baryons are the familiar proton and neutron. There are also
heavier baryons and mesons that can be lighter than the proton and neutron but all of these
are unstable and quickly decay. So a little bit after the QCD phase transition we are left
with essentially only protons and neutrons that are the building blocks for the atomic nuclei.

Neutrino decoupling: As we discussed today, at around 1MeV the weak interaction
becomes so weak that particles that are only charged under the weak force, i.e. the neutrinos,
decouple from the thermal plasma. These neutrinos, similarly to the photons in the CMB,

6

Also known as “photon decoupling”, as photons started freely travel 

through the universe without interacting with matter and the CMB is “frozen”



Neff= 3 

Neff= 6 

CMB: Neff  

Elementary, my dear Watson! 

Ne↵ = 3

Ne↵ = 6



(!b,!m, h, As, ns, ⌧,Ne↵)

Only effect at l<1000 that can not be mimicked by others:  anisotropic stress, around 3rd peak

CMB: Neff  
Ne↵ = 6 Ne↵ = 3 Ne↵ = 6

It is elementary, Sherlock Holmes!

Neutrinos are free-streaming particles propagating at the speed of light, faster than the sound speed in the photon fluid, 
suppressing the oscillation amplitude of CMB modes that entered the horizon in the radiation epoch.



Higher Neff will increase the expansion rate AND 
the damping at high multipoles.

                                                

3

di↵usion distance at recombination is

r
2
d
= ⇡

2

Z
a⇤

0

da

a3�TneH


R

2 + 16
15 (1 +R)

6(1 +R2)

�
(1)

where ne is the number density of free electrons, �T is the
Thompson cross-section, a⇤ is the scale factor at recombi-
nation (defined below) and the factor in square brackets
is due to the directional and polarization dependence of
Thompson scattering [28, 29]. Although Eq. 1 is only an
approximation to the di↵usion length, it allows an an-
alytic understanding of the dependence of this di↵usion
length on model parameters [21].

If we approximate a⇤ as independent of H, then rd /
H

�0.5. This is as expected for a random walk process:
the distance increases as the square root of time. In-
creasing H (which happens when we increase Ne↵) leads
to smaller rd which would decrease the amount of damp-
ing. Why do we see, in Fig. 1, the damping increase as
Ne↵ increases?

The answer has to do with how rs and DA change to
keep ✓s fixed despite the increased expansion rate. The
comoving sound horizon is given by

rs =

Z
t⇤

0
cs dt/a =

Z
a⇤

0

cs da

a2H
. (2)

Since rs / 1/H, it responds even more rapidly to changes
in H than is the case for rd. To keep ✓s fixed at the
observed value, DA must also scale as 1/H. Since DA

decreases by more than would be necessary to keep ✓d

fixed, ✓d increases which means the damping is increased.
To look at it another way, if we knew DA perfectly,

we could use rs to determine H prior to recombination.
But we do not know DA, largely because we do not know
the value of the cosmological constant, or more generally
the density of the dark energy as a function of the scale
factor. Instead, we can use the two scales together to
form a ratio that is sensitive to H, with no dependence
on DA: ✓d/✓s = rd/rs / H

0.5.
Does this explanation hold together quantitatively? To

demonstrate that what we are seeing in the power spec-
trum actually is increased Silk damping (at fixed ✓s) we
experiment with also fixing ✓d as Ne↵ increases. The
bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows how the angular power
spectrum responds to the same variations in Ne↵ , only
now taken at constant ✓d as well. When we remove the
✓d variation, the impact of the Ne↵ variation almost en-
tirely disappears. We conclude that the variations we
are seeing in the top panel are indeed due to the impact
of Ne↵ on the amount of Silk damping. A very similar
demonstration was provided by [22].

To keep ✓d fixed as Ne↵ varies, we varied a parameter
whose sole impact is on the number density of electrons:
the primordial fraction of baryonic mass in Helium, YP.
Even as early as times when 99% of the photons have yet
to last scatter, Helium, with its greater binding energy
than Hydrogen, is almost entirely neutral. Thus ne =
Xe(np + nH) = Xenb(1 � YP) where the first equality

FIG. 1: Top panel: WMAP and SPT power spectrum mea-
surements, and theoretical power spectra normalized at ` =
200. The black (central) curve is for the best-fit ⇤CDM+Ne↵

model assuming BBN consistency. The other model curves
are for Ne↵ varying from 2 to 6 with ⇢b, ✓s, and zEQ held
fixed. Larger Ne↵ corresponds to lower power. Central panel:
Same as above except normalized at ` = 400 where the ISW
contribution is negligible. We see most of the variation re-
mains. Bottom panel: The same as the central panel except
we vary YP to keep ✓d fixed. The lack of scatter in these spec-
tra compared to those in the middle panel demonstrates that
the e↵ect of Ne↵ on small-scale data is largely captured by its
impact on the damping scale. We can also begin to see more
subtle e↵ects of the neutrinos, most noticeably a phase shift
in the acoustic oscillations [22].

defines Xe and we have kept nb (and thus ⇢b) fixed. The
limit of integration in the above equations for rs and rd

is only slightly a↵ected by changing YP and thus rs is
largely una↵ected. However, the damping length scales
with YP as rd / (1� YP)�0.5.
From our analysis one finds that rd/rs / (1 +

f⌫)0.25/
p
1� YP where f⌫ ⌘ ⇢⌫/⇢� is proportional to

Ne↵ . The first factor arises because increasing H at fixed
zEQ meansH2 / (1+f⌫). Thus asNe↵ is varied, we know
how to change YP to keep rd/rs (and hence ✓d/✓s) fixed.

(Hou et al, PRD’13)

@Cosmic Microwave Background in the damping tail, 

measured by SPT, ACT & Planck:

CMB: Neff  
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PlanckPl

• Planck 2018 CMB temperature polarization and lensing potential data:


• If we add large scale structure information in the BAO shape form:


• Perfectly consistent with BBN estimates: 

Neff  

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 39. Constraints in the !b–Ne↵ plane from Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE and Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+BAO+lensing data (68 %
and 95 % contours) compared to the predictions of BBN com-
bined with primordial abundance measurements of helium
(Aver et al. 2015, in grey) and deuterium (Cooke et al. 2018, in
green and blue, depending on which reaction rates are assumed).
In the CMB analysis, Ne↵ is allowed to vary as an additional
parameter to the base-⇤CDM model, while YP is inferred from
!b and Ne↵ according to BBN predictions. For clarity we only
show the deuterium predictions based on the PArthENoPEcode
with two assumptions on the nuclear rate d(p, �)3He (case (a) in
blue, case (b) in green). These constraints assume no significant
lepton asymmetry.

with the !b-only error between parentheses, followed by the to-
tal error including the theoretical uncertainty. These results are in
agreement with the Cooke et al. (2018) measurement to within
0.8�, 1.4�, and 1.7�, respectively. Thus no significant tensions
are found in any of these cases.

Nuclear rates from bounds from Planck. The previous para-
graphs highlighted the importance of assumptions on the
radiative-capture process d(p, �)3He for deuterium abundance
predictions. It is worth checking whether the comparison of
CMB and deuterium abundance data provides an indirect esti-
mate of this rate. This approach was suggested in Cooke et al.
(2014) and implemented in Di Valentino et al. (2014) and
PCP15. We can now update it using the latest Planck and deu-
terium data.

We parameterize the thermal rate R2(T ) of the d(p, �)3He
process in the PArthENoPE code by rescaling the rate R

ex
2 (T ) fit-

ted to experimental data by Adelberger et al. (2011) with a factor
A2:

R2(T ) = A2 R
ex
2 (T ) . (74)

This factor does not account in an exact way for the di↵erences
between the experimental fit and the theoretical predictions; it
should instead be seen as a consistency parameter, very much
like AL for CMB lensing in Sect. 6.2. The rate R

th
2 (T ) predicted

by Marcucci et al. (2005) has a temperature dependance that is
close to what is measured experimentally, and can be very well
approximated by a rescaling factor A2 = 1.055. The new theo-
retical rate obtained by Marcucci et al. (2016) has a slightly dif-
ferent temperature dependence but is well approximated by an

e↵ective rescaling factor A
th
2 = 1.16 (Mangano & Pisanti, pri-

vate communication).
Assuming the base-⇤CDM model, we then constrain A2 us-

ing Planck data combined with the latest deuterium abundance
measurements from Cooke et al. (2018). We still need to take
into account theoretical errors on deuterium predictions arising
from uncertainties on other rates, and from the di↵erence be-
tween various codes. According to Marcucci et al. (2016) and
Pitrou et al. (2018), the deuterium fusion uncertainties propagate
to an error �(yDP) = 0.03, which encompasses the di↵erence
on deuterium predictions between PArthENoPE versus PRIMAT.
Thus we adopt �(yDP) = 0.03 as the theoretical error on deu-
terium predictions in this analysis. Adding the theoretical error
in quadrature to the observational error of Cooke et al. (2018),
we obtain a total error of �(yDP) = 0.042 on deuterium, which
we use in our joint fits of Planck+deutrium (D) data. We find

A2 = 1.138 ± 0.072 (68 %, Planck TT+lowE+D), (75a)

A2 = 1.080 ± 0.061 (68 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+D). (75b)

If we compare these results with those from PCP15, the tension
between the Planck TT+lowE+D prediction and the experimen-
tal rate slightly increases to 1.9�. However the inclusion of po-
larization brings the Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+D prediction half-
way between the experimental value and the theoretical rate of
Marcucci et al. (2016), in agreement with both at the 1.3� level.
The situation is thus inconclusive and highlights the need for a
precise experimental determination of the d(p, �)3He rate with
LUNA (Gustavino 2017).

Varying the density of relic radiation. We can also relax the as-
sumption that Ne↵ = 3.046 to check the agreement between
CMB and primordial element abundances in the !b–Ne↵ plane.
Figure 39 shows that this agreement is very good, with a clear
overlap of the 95 % preferred regions of Planck and of the he-
lium+deuterium measurements. This is true with any of our as-
sumptions on the nuclear rates. For clarity in the plot, we only
include the predictions of PArthENoPE (cases (a) and (b)), but
those of PRIMAT are very close to case (b). Since all these data
sets are compatible with each other, we can combine them to
obtain marginalized bounds on Ne↵ , valid in the 7-parameter
⇤CDM+Ne↵ model, with an error bar reduced by up to 30 %
compared to the Planck+BAO bounds of Eq. (67b):

(a) Ne↵ = 2.89+0.29
�0.29

(b) Ne↵ = 3.05+0.27
�0.27

(c) Ne↵ = 3.06+0.26
�0.28

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+Aver (2015)
+Cooke (2018);

(76)

(a) Ne↵ = 2.94+0.27
�0.27

(b) Ne↵ = 3.10+0.26
�0.25

(c) Ne↵ = 3.12+0.25
�0.26

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+BAO+Aver (2015)
+Cooke (2018).

(77)

The bounds become even stronger if we combine the helium
measurements of Aver et al. (2015) and Peimbert et al. (2016):

(a) Ne↵ = 2.93+0.23
�0.23

(b) Ne↵ = 3.04+0.22
�0.22

(c) Ne↵ = 3.06+0.22
�0.22

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+BAO+Aver (2015)
+Peimbert (2016)
+Cooke (2018).

(78)
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• The ΛCDM trivia: the players!

• The neutrino pie piece: decoupling in the early universe


• Number of neutrinos and Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis

• Number of neutrinos and Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation

• Neutrino masses and Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation?

• Neutrino masses and structure formation in the universe?


 


• Take home messages


1. Familiarize yourself with the board's layout:

Cosmic neuTRIVIA game steps

2. Roll the dice and get:

4. Final score:

3. Is anyone cheating? Neutrinos and Tensions 



@ CMB: Early Integrated Sachs Wolfe effect (ISW).

          Shift in the angular position of the peaks.

31

ISW

horizontal shift

m⌫ = 2 eV

m⌫ = 1 eV

m⌫ = 0.5 eV

CMB: Σmν  



Strong degeneracy between Σmν  and the Hubble constant H0!

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

if we add CMB lensing, since the lensing measurements restrict
the lensing amplitude to values closer to those expected in base
⇤CDM.

The combination of the acoustic scale measured by the CMB
(✓MC) and BAO data is su�cient to largely determine the back-
ground geometry in the ⇤CDM+

P
m⌫ model, since the lower-

redshift BAO data break the geometric degeneracy. Combining
BAO data with the CMB lensing reconstruction power spectrum
(with priors on ⌦bh

2 and ns, following PL2015), the neutrino
mass can also be constrained to be
X

m⌫ < 0.60 eV (95 %, Planck lensing+BAO+✓MC). (61)

This number is consistent with the tighter constraints using the
CMB power spectra, and almost independent of lensing e↵ects
in the CMB spectra; it would hold even if the AL tension dis-
cussed in Sect. 6.2 were interpreted as a sign of unknown resid-
ual systematics. Since the constraint from the CMB power spec-
tra is strongly limited by the geometrical degeneracy, adding
BAO data to the Planck likelihood significantly tightens the neu-
trino mass constraints. Without CMB lensing we find

X
m⌫ < 0.16 eV (95 %, Planck TT+lowE+BAO), (62a)

X
m⌫ < 0.13 eV (95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE

+BAO), (62b)

and combining with lensing the limits further tighten to

X
m⌫ < 0.13 eV (95 %, Planck TT+lowE+lensing

+BAO), (63a)

X
m⌫ < 0.12 eV (95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE

+lensing+BAO). (63b)

These combined constraints are almost immune to high-` po-
larization modelling uncertainties, with the CamSpec likelihood
giving the 95 % limit

P
m⌫ < 0.13 eV for Planck TT,TE,EE

+lowE+lensing+BAO.
Adding the Pantheon SNe data marginally tightens the bound

to
P

m⌫ < 0.11 eV (95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing
+BAO+Pantheon). In contrast the full DES 1-year data prefer a
slightly lower �8 value than the Planck ⇤CDM best fit, so DES
slightly favours higher neutrino masses, relaxing the bound toP

m⌫ < 0.14 eV (95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO
+DES).

Increasing the neutrino mass leads to lower values of H0, and
hence aggravates the tension with the distance-ladder determina-
tion of Riess et al. (2018a, see Fig. 34). Adding the Riess et al.
(2018a) H0 measurement to Planck will therefore give even
tighter neutrino mass constraints (see the parameter tables in the
PLA), but such constraints should be interpreted cautiously until
the Hubble tension is better understood.

The remarkably tight constraints using CMB and BAO data
are comparable with the latest bounds from combining with
Ly↵ forest data (Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 2015; Yèche et al.
2017). Although Ly↵ is a more direct probe of the neutrino mass
(in the sense that it is sensitive to the matter power spectrum on
scales where the suppression caused by neutrinos is expected
to be significant) the measurements are substantially more dif-
ficult to model and interpret than the CMB and BAO data. Our
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Fig. 34. Samples from Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE chains in theP
m⌫–H0 plane, colour-coded by �8. Solid black contours

show the constraints from Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing,
while dashed blue lines show the joint constraint from Planck

TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO, and the dashed green lines ad-
ditionally marginalize over Ne↵ . The grey band on the left shows
the region with

P
m⌫ < 0.056 eV ruled out by neutrino oscilla-

tion experiments. Mass splittings observed in neutrino oscilla-
tion experiments also imply that the region left of the dotted ver-
tical line can only be a normal hierarchy (NH), while the region
to the right could be either the normal hierarchy or an inverted
hierarchy (IH).

95 % limit of
P

m⌫ < 0.12 eV starts to put pressure on the in-
verted mass hierarchy (which requires

P
m⌫ >⇠ 0.1 eV) indepen-

dently of Ly↵ data. This is consistent with constraints from neu-
trino laboratory experiments which also slightly prefer the nor-
mal hierarchy at 2–3� (Adamson et al. 2017; Abe et al. 2018;
Capozzi et al. 2018).

7.5.2. Effective number of relativistic species

New light particles appear in many extensions of the Standard
Model of particle physics. Additional dark relativistic degrees
of freedom are usually parameterized by Ne↵ , defined so that
the total relativistic energy density well after electron-positron
annihilation is given by

⇢rad = Ne↵
7
8

 
4

11

!4/3

⇢�. (64)

The standard cosmological model has Ne↵ ⇡ 3.046, slightly
larger than 3 since the three standard model neutrinos were
not completely decoupled at electron-positron annihilation
(Mangano et al. 2002; de Salas & Pastor 2016).

We can treat any additional massless particles produced well
before recombination (that neither interact nor decay) as simply
an additional contribution to Ne↵ . Any species that was initially
in thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model particles pro-
duces a �Ne↵ (⌘ Ne↵ � 3.046) that depends only on the number
of degrees of freedom and decoupling temperature. Using con-
servation of entropy, fully thermalized relics with g degrees of
freedom contribute

�Ne↵ = g

"
43

4 gs

#4/3

⇥

(
4/7 boson,
1/2 fermion, (65)
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@ CMB: Early Integrated Sachs Wolfe effect (ISW).

          Shift in the angular position of the peaks.
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ISW

horizontal shift

m⌫ = 2 eV

m⌫ = 1 eV

m⌫ = 0.5 eV

CMB: Σmν  



Einstein’s relativity predicts that the presence of a massive body will curve space time, 
distorting the light trajectory. The shape of the background objects will change/
multiplied by the presence of intervening galaxies.

 Gravitacional Lensing 



Lensing remaps the CMB fluctuations: 

(Kaplinghat et al PRL’03, Lesgourgues et al, PRD’06)

Lensing potential 𝟇 is a measure of the integrated mass distribution back to the last 
scattering surface

⇥lensed(n̂) = ⇥(n̂+r�(n̂))

Neutrinos are hot relics with large thermal 
velocities, implying less clustering on small 
scales, reducing therefore CMB lensing!

Geometry


Matter distribution


�(n̂) = �2

Z zrec

0

dz

H(z)
 (z,D(z)n̂)

✓
D(zrec)�D(z)

D(zrec)D(z)

◆

C
��
L =

8⇡2

L3

Z zrec

0

dz

H(z)
D(z)

✓
D(zrec)�D(z)

D(zrec)D(z)

◆2

P (z, k = L/D(z))

Planck Collaboration: Gravitational lensing by large-scale structures with Planck
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Fig. 12. Upper left: Planck measurements of the lensing power spectrum compared to the ⇤CDM mean prediction and 68% con-
fidence interval (dashed lines) for models fit to Planck+WP+highL (see text). The eight bandpowers are those used in the Planck
lensing likelihood; they are renormalized, along with their errors, to account for the small di↵erences between the lensed CTT

` in
the best-fit model and the fiducial model used throughout this paper. The error bars are the ±1� errors from the diagonal of the
covariance matrix. The colour coding shows how C��L varies with the optical depth ⌧ across samples from the ⇤CDM posterior
distribution. Upper right: as upper-left but using only the temperature power spectrum from Planck. Lower left: as upper-left panel
but in models with spatial curvature. The colour coding is for ⌦K . Lower right: as upper-left but in models with three massive
neutrinos (of equal mass). The colour coding is for the summed neutrino mass

P
m⌫.

constrained only by the Planck temperature power spectrum is
illustrated in the upper-right panel of Fig. 12, and suggests that
the direct C��L measurements may be able to improve constraints
on ⌧ further. This is indeed the case, as shown in Fig. 13 where
we compare the posterior distribution of ⌧ for the Planck temper-
ature likelihood alone with that including the lensing likelihood.
We find
⌧ = 0.097 ± 0.038 (68%; Planck)
⌧ = 0.089 ± 0.032 (68%; Planck+lensing).
At 95% confidence, we can place a lower limit on the optical
depth of 0.04 (Planck+lensing). This very close to the optical
depth for instantaneous reionization at z = 6, providing further
support for reionization being an extended process.

The ⌧ constraints via the lensing route are consistent with,
though weaker, than those from WMAP polarization. However,
since the latter measurement requires very aggressive cleaning
of Galactic emission (see e.g. Fig. 17 of Page et al. 2007), the
lensing constraints are an important cross-check.

6.1.2. Effect of the large and small scales on the
six-parameter ⇤CDM model

Before exploring the further parameters that can be constrained
with the lensing likelihood, we test the e↵ect on the ⇤CDM
model of adding the large-scale (10  L  40) and small-scale
(400  L  2048) lensing data to our likelihood. Adding addi-
tional data will produce random shifts in the posterior distribu-
tions of parameters, but these should be small here since the mul-
tipole range 40  L  400 is designed to capture over 90% of the
signal-to-noise (on an amplitude measurement). If the additional
data is expected to have little statistical power, i.e., the error bars
on parameters do not change greatly, but its addition produces
large shifts in the posteriors, this would be symptomatic either
of internal tensions between the data or an incorrect model.

In Fig. 14, we compare the posterior distributions of the
⇤CDM parameters for Planck+WP+highL alone with those af-
ter combining with various lensing likelihoods. Adding our fidu-
cial lensing likelihood (second column) reduces the errors on pa-

17

(Planck coll., A&A’14)
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CMB Lensing: Σmν  



X
m⌫ < 0.24 eV 95%CL

Planck TTTEEE+lowT+lowE+lensing

CMB: Σmν  

Planck Coll. A&A’20



• The ΛCDM trivia: the players!

• The neutrino pie piece: decoupling in the early universe


• Number of neutrinos and Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis

• Number of neutrinos and Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation

• Neutrino masses and Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation?

• Neutrino masses and structure formation in the universe?


 


• Take home messages


1. Familiarize yourself with the board's layout:

Cosmic neuTRIVIA game steps

2. Roll the dice and get:

4. Final score:

3. Is anyone cheating? Neutrinos and Tensions 





Large scale structure formation: mν



Neutrino masses suppress structure formation on scales larger than their free 
streaming scale when they turn non relativistic. (Bond et al PRL’80)

40

Neutrinos with eV or sub-eV masses are HOT relics with LARGE thermal velocities!

Cold dark matter instead has zero velocity and therefore it clusters at any scale!

  

c

ν

c

c ν

c

c cν ν c ν

Some time later...

Only CDM 
clusters

Both CDM and
neutrinos cluster

ν

Consider a neutrino and a cold dark matter particle encountering two gravitational 
potential wells of different sizes in an expanding universe:

→ Cosmological neutrino mass measurement is based on observing this free-
streaming induced potential decay at λ<< λFS.

λ≫λ FS λ≪λ FS

cν c

ν
Ψ

Ψ

Potential stays the same 
(during matter domination)

Potential decays

  

c

ν

c

c ν

c

c cν ν c ν

Some time later...

Only CDM 
clusters

Both CDM and
neutrinos cluster

ν

Consider a neutrino and a cold dark matter particle encountering two gravitational 
potential wells of different sizes in an expanding universe:

→ Cosmological neutrino mass measurement is based on observing this free-
streaming induced potential decay at λ<< λFS.

λ≫λ FS λ≪λ FS

cν c

ν
Ψ

Ψ

Potential stays the same 
(during matter domination)

Potential decays

(From Y. Wong)

� ⌧ �fs,⌫ ! k � kfs,⌫ � � �fs,⌫ ! k ⌧ kfs,⌫

Large scale structure: mν



Growth equation for a single uncoupled fluid, linear regime, 

with constant sound speed:

Gravity 


Pressure 

Hubble drag

�̈ + 2
ȧ

a
�̇ � c2sk

2 �

a2
= 4⇡G⇢�

Jeans scale:


k>kJ no growth can occur

k<kJ density perturbations growth

kJ ⌘

s
4⇡G⇢

c2s(1 + z)2
kfs,⌫(z) ⌘

r
3

2

H(z)

(1 + z)�v,⌫(z)

Neutrino free streaming scale:


41

Large scale structure: mν
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTlYUxucEZA


PlanckPl
Σmν  

• Planck 2018 CMB temperature polarization and lensing potential data:


• If we add large scale structure information in its BAO form

X
m⌫ < 0.24 eV 95%CL

X
m⌫ < 0.12 eV 95%CL

Planck Coll. A&A’20



PlanckPl
Σmν  Planck 2018 results, 1807.06209

• Planck 2018 CMB temperature polarization and lensing potential data:


• If we add large scale structure information in its BAO form

X
m⌫ < 0.24 eV 95%CL

X
m⌫ < 0.12 eV 95%CL

(<0.12 eV + lensing)

(  eV from Planck+lensing +Pantheon + DR12 BAO 
+ DR16 BAO+RSD)

∑ mν < 0.09



X
m⌫ < 0.24 eV 95%CL

X
m⌫ < 0.12 eV 95%CL

X
m⌫ < 0.11 eV 95%CL

Planck TTTEEE+lowT+lowE+lensing

+ large scale structure

+  large scale structure  + SNIa

+ SDSS-IV (BAO + RSD) DR16 + DR12 BAO + SNIa

Σmν  Planck Coll. A&A’20

Di Valentino et al, PRD’21
X

m⌫ < 0.09 eV 95% CL

Planck Coll. A&A’20



Di Valentino et al, PRD’21
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PSST!

Do you know the answer to 1?


How fast the universe is expanding?

I Know the value of H0 from Supernovae Ia….


Do you know the one from the CMB?
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                            The Hubble tension

Disagreement of 4𝞼-6𝞼 

depending on the data sets

Di Valentino et al, 2103.01183

It has grown significance with the 
improvement of data.
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                            The Hubble tension

Disagreement of 4𝞼-6𝞼 

depending on the data sets

Di Valentino et al, 2103.01183

It has grown significance with the 
improvement of data.

W. Freedman, APJ’21



                            Systematics??

Several sources are required!


SNIa: Calibration issues


       Different populations between “local” and Hubble flow SNIa?


        

        Do we live in a void?


From V. Poulin

Strong-lensed quasars: Lens profiles 

 Is the cosmological principle wrong? Colin et at, A&A’19
Heinesen & Bouchert, CQG’20
Secrest wt al, APjL’21

Blum, Castorina & Simonovic, APjL’20
Birrer et al, A&A’20

Wu &Huterer, MNRAS’17
Kenworthy, Scolnic & Riess, APJ’19

Rigault et al, APJ’15
Jones et al, APJ18
Brout & Scolnic, APJ’21

Follin &Knox, MNRAS’18; 
Feeney et al, MNRAS’18; 
Freedman et al’19&20; 
Yuan et al, APJ’19;
Soltis, Casertano & Riess, APjL’21; 
Efstathiou’20



CMB and the Hubble parameter

Within the (let’s say) 𝝠CDM framework, the recipe is the following:


1) From measurements of the matter and baryon densities given a model: 
derivation of rs*  at the last scattering redshift zs


2) From the position of the CMB peaks, the comoving angular diameter 
distance is extracted: 


3) Once we have the angular diameter distance, we can infer the value of H0.

D?
A ⌘ r?s/✓

?
s

D
?
A / 1/H0

Could the last scattering surface be closer?

Could CMB spots be smaller?
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Shhh!! masks on!!!

I’ll call the neutrino major and the extra relativistic stuff.


They may know the solution for this!



⌦rh2 =
⇣
1 + 7

8

�
4
11

�4/3
Ne↵

⌘
⌦�h2

H0  versus Neff  

Planck Coll. A&A’20

✓s =
rs
DA

DA =

Z zrec

0

dz

H(z)

An increase of Neff implies a larger expansion in the early universe: shorter rs. 

DA at recombination needs to be smaller: higher H0


However, this will increase the tensions with weak galaxy lensing and cluster counts data 
on (in order to keep  constant, we need a lower , implying a higher 


, 

Ωmh2 Ωm σ8
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Di Valentino et al, 2103.01183

There is still a  tension! 3.4σ



H0  versus neutrino asymmetries  

�Neff =
15

7

✓
⇠i
⇡

◆2
 
2 +

✓
⇠i
⇡

◆2
!



56 Di Valentino et al, 2103.01183

There is still a  tension! 3.4σ



57 Di Valentino et al, 2103.01183

Tension at 2.9σ



58 Di Valentino et al, 2103.01183

Tension notably reduced



59 Di Valentino et al, 2103.01183

Tension reduced to 1.6σ



Free-streaming neutrinos travel supersonically through the photon-baryon 
plasma at early times, inducing a net phase shift in the CMB power spectra 
towards larger scales (smaller multipoles), as well as a slight suppression of 
its amplitude.





Free-streaming neutrinos lead to a physical size of the photon sound 
horizon at last scattering that is slightly larger.

Interacting neutrinos shift the power spectrum towards towards smaller 
scales and reduce the physical size of photon sound horizon at last 
scattering: a smaller value of DA  = higher value of H0 is required!

  


δϕ ≃ 0.1912π
ρν

ρr

Interacting neutrinos 

Bashinsky & Seljak, PRD’04; Follin et al, PRL’15; 
Baumann et al, JCAP’16; Choi, Chiang & LoVerde, JCAP’18; 
Baumann, Green & Zaldarriaga, JCAP’17; 
Lancaster et al, JCAP’17; Oldengott, Tram &Wong, JCAP’17; 
Kreisch, Cyr-Racine & Doré, PRD’20 

Bashinsky & Seljak, PRD’04



61 Di Valentino et al, 2103.01183



Di Valentino et al, 2103.01183





The “Take Home” messages

• ν masses & abundances leave key signatures in cosmological observables. 


• NO hints so far for neutrino masses or extra dark radiation species!


• Neff @BBN: Light element abundances (4He) abundances. 


• Neff @CMB: damping tail


• Neff = 2.99 +0.34-0.33,  (95% CL) from 2018 Planck TTTEEE+lensing, 
perfectly consistent with BBN.


• Cosmology provides currently the tightest bounds to neutrino masses. 


• ν masses@CMB: Early ISW, gravitational lensing 


• ν masses@LSS: Free streaming 


• Σmν < 0.099 eV (95%CL) from 2018 Planck TTTEEE+lensing plus 
RSD+BAO +SNIa data
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MERCI 

BE      UCOUP
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MERCI 

BE      UCOUP





Supernova time delays



Oscillation probabilities inside the star



SN RATES



DUNE DETECTOR



DUNE DETECTOR



c

Sensitivities (preliminary!)
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BACKUP SLIDES
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The Hubble parameter compendium
Knox & Millea, PRD’20

✓s ⌘ rs/DA

Post-recombination solutions
High sound horizon solutions


Wiggles in H(z)

Violation in the distance-duality 

relation (axion dimming)

Cepheid mis-calibration


Low sound horizon solutions

Confusions in determinations of 

wb wm

Post recombination evolution of

rs 

Pre-recombination solutions
Low sound horizon solutions

Confusions in determinations of 

 wm (neutrino interactions,

modify gravity, different P(k),..)


Sound speed reduction


Higher recombination temperature


Photon cooling previous to recombination


Increassing H(z) with additional components 

(e.g. via Neff or early dark energy)

All solutions are required to leave unchanged 𝜽s , 𝜽EQ & 𝜽D 



The H0 rs tension?✘

Bernal, Verde & Riess, JCAP’16 Aylor et al, APJ’19

Casting the tension between Cosmic distance leaders and ΛCDM + 
CMB datasets in terms of rs, weakens the statistical significance, but 
helps to clarify the physics that could reconcile these datasets. 

BAO observations determine Dv/rs (or Hrs & DArs). One can use BAO, 
SNIa & Cepheids data to infer rs:

rs = 137.7± 3.6 Mpc



2020= SDSS IV

                            Baryon Acoustic Oscillations

(DES Collaboration, MNRAS’19)

Zhao et al, SDSS IV Coll. MNRAS’21



                            Baryon Acoustic Oscillations





The method combines the distance to the source inferred purely from the 
gravitational-wave signal with the recession velocity inferred from measurements 
of  the redshift using electromagnetic data. 

vH= H0d

Using the optical identification of  the host galaxy NGC 4993, they derive the 
Hubble flow velocity. PROBLEM: the random relative motion of  galaxies (peculiar 
velocity) needs to be taken into account! In practice, the motions of  galaxies are 
influenced by more than just the Hubble flow: the local flow, and the motion of  the 
galaxy within its cluster and/or group environment. These deviations from the pure 
Hubble flow are referred to as peculiar motions. The peculiar velocity is about 10% 
of  the measured recessional velocity. 

  

 

d = 43.8+2.9
�6.9Mpc

The Hubble flow causes all galaxies to receed from each other. The local flow and the motion of the galaxy within its cluster environment  
also contribute.

http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/cosmos/C/cluster+environment
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/cosmos/G/group+environment
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/H/Hubble+Flow
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/G/Galaxy
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/L/Local+Flow
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/C/Cluster+Environment


NGC 4993 is part of  a collection of  galaxies, ESO 508, which has a  
center-of-mass recession velocity relative to the frame of  the cosmic  
CMB of  3 327 ± 72 km/s.  The authors correct the group velocity by 310 km/s,  
due to the local gravitational fields.  

The standard error on their estimate of  the peculiar velocity is 69 km/s, but 
recognizing that this value may be sensitive to details of  the bulk flow motion,  
in their analysis adopt a more conservative estimate of  150 km/s  
for the uncertainty on the peculiar velocity at the location of  NGC 4993 and  
fold this in their estimate of  the uncertainty on vH.  
From this, they obtain a Hubble velocity  vH= 3 017 ± 166 km/s. 

Using this recessional velocity, one can find H0= 68.9 km/s.



84 Fields, Olive, Yeh & Young’ JCAP 20
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Bennett et al, 2012.02726

The ultra relativistic approximation:


 is not well satisfied in reality!

Td/me ! 1



86Bennett et al, 2012.02726

10-4 Uncertainty due to measurement errors on the solar mixing angle
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Bennett et al, 1911.04504
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CMB Stage IV: Neff  

CMB-S4 Science Case, Reference Design, and Project Plan, 1907.04473

�Ne↵ < 0.06 95%CL
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CMB: Neff  

Fields, Olive, Yeh & Young JCAP ‘20

CMB: Neff  

BBN+ CMB 
Astronomical measurements
CMB He determinations
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Fields, Olive, Yeh & Young JCAP ‘20

CMB Stage IV: Neff  
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CMB Stage IV: Neff  

Green, Meyers & van Engelen, JCAP’17
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GW170817

Localization of  the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, and  
optical signals.  
The left panel shows an orthographic projection of  the  
90% credible regions from LIGO (light green),  
the initial LIGO-Virgo localization (dark green),  
IPN triangulation from the time delay between Fermi and I 
INTEGRAL (light blue), and Fermi-GBM (dark blue).  
The inset shows the location of  the apparent host  
galaxy NGC 4993 in the Swope optical discovery  
image at 10.9 hr after the merger (top right)  
and the DLT40 pre-discovery image from 20.5  
days prior to merger (bottom right).  
The reticle marks the position of  the transient in both  
images.

The detection of  GW170817 in both gravitational waves and electromagnetic waves 
represents the first ‘multi-messenger’ astronomical observation



GW170817





The method combines the distance to the source inferred purely from the 
gravitational-wave signal with the recession velocity inferred from measurements 
of  the redshift using electromagnetic data. 

vH= H0d

Using the optical identification of  the host galaxy NGC 4993, they derive the 
Hubble flow velocity. PROBLEM: the random relative motion of  galaxies (peculiar 
velocity) needs to be taken into account! In practice, the motions of  galaxies are 
influenced by more than just the Hubble flow: the local flow, and the motion of  the 
galaxy within its cluster and/or group environment. These deviations from the pure 
Hubble flow are referred to as peculiar motions. The peculiar velocity is about 10% 
of  the measured recessional velocity. 

  

 

d = 43.8+2.9
�6.9Mpc

The Hubble flow causes all galaxies to receed from each other. The local flow and the motion of the galaxy within its cluster environment  
also contribute.

http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/cosmos/C/cluster+environment
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/cosmos/G/group+environment
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/H/Hubble+Flow
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/G/Galaxy
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/L/Local+Flow
http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/cosmos/C/Cluster+Environment


NGC 4993 is part of  a collection of  galaxies, ESO 508, which has a  
center-of-mass recession velocity relative to the frame of  the cosmic  
CMB of  3 327 ± 72 km/s.  The authors correct the group velocity by 310 km/s,  
due to the local gravitational fields.  

The standard error on their estimate of  the peculiar velocity is 69 km/s, but 
recognizing that this value may be sensitive to details of  the bulk flow motion,  
in their analysis adopt a more conservative estimate of  150 km/s  
for the uncertainty on the peculiar velocity at the location of  NGC 4993 and  
fold this in their estimate of  the uncertainty on vH.  
From this, they obtain a Hubble velocity  vH= 3 017 ± 166 km/s. 

Using this recessional velocity, one can find H0= 68.9 km/s.
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From D. Eisenstein and M. White

     Baryon Acoustic Oscillations



A. G. Riess, S. Casertano, W. Yuan, L. M. Macri and
D. Scolnic, c.

Decaying dark matter 
Interacting dark energy 
Curvature 
Early dark energy 
Modifications of  gravity 

H0 = 67.37± 0.54 km/s/Mpc H0 = 74.03± 1.42 km/s/Mpc



What we know

(Agostini et al, PRD’17)

mββ < 2 10-4 would require

some fine tuning in the Majorana phases 



(Palanque et al, JCAP’15)

Neutrino properties from cosmology - J. Lesgourgues 17
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95%CL upper bounds on Σimi beyond 7 parameters
Usual suspects: 
• extra massless relics 
• extra light relics 
• spatial curvature 
• simplest dynamical DE 
• primordial GWs 
• primordial tilt running 

Even more freedom in: 
• modified Einstein Gravity 
• interactions in DM sector 
• primordial perturbations

with very conservative 2015 dataset 
Planck 2015 {TT+lowl+lensing} + BAO 

MG, interactions… 
difficult to quantity, 

 but no known example  
giving weaker bounds 

9 to 12 params < 600 meV 
8 params < 370 meV 
7 params < 250 meV

[Planck col.] 1502.01589; Di Valentino et al. 1507.06646

Robustness of mass bounds against 
cosmological model extensions

J.  Lesgourgues, talk at Neutrino 2018

Σmν  
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And two neutrinos have a mass above:  

at least one of these neutrinos has a mass larger than

q
�m2

12 ' 0.008 eV
q

|�m2
13| ' 0.05 eV

Methods to detect non-non-relativistic neutrinos: PTOLEMY

2 FERMILAB–Pub–04/379–T

As a Gedankenexperiment, the prospect of cosmic-
neutrino absorption spectroscopy has great clarity and
appeal. Reality is more complicated, and it is our
purpose—building on earlier work—to analyze all the im-
portant effects that will influence the execution and in-
terpretation of neutrino-absorption experiments. We are
encouraged in this effort by the imminent construction
and operation of neutrino observatories and by imagi-
native efforts to develop new techniques to detect super-
high-energy neutrinos. A novel aspect of the analysis pre-
sented here is our attention to the thermal motion of the
relics. We also raise the possibility that cosmic-neutrino
absorption spectroscopy might open a new vista on the
thermal history of the universe, as well as extending or
validating our understanding of neutrino properties.

In the body of this introductory section, we develop the
pieces that enter the analysis of neutrino absorption spec-
tra: our expectations for the relic neutrino background
now and in the past, details of the annihilation cross sec-
tion, and possible sources of extremely energetic cosmic
neutrinos. We also survey experiments that aim to de-
tect ultrahigh-energy neutrinos. In §II, we describe the
idealized situation of a super-high-energy neutrino beam
incident on a (very long) uniform column of relic neutri-
nos at today’s density, but with negligible temperature.
We describe the information that could be extracted from
absorption dips, assuming perfect energy resolution and
flavor tagging.

The extremely long interaction length for neutrinos
traversing the relic background means that we must inte-
grate over cosmic time, or redshift, and this takes up §III.
There we discuss the mechanisms that distort absorption
lines and how the distortions compromise the dream of
determining the absolute neutrino masses. We also re-
mark on the sensitivity of the line-shape to the thermal
history of the Universe.

We include Fermi motion due to the relic-neutrino
temperature—which evolves with redshift—in §IV. The
mean relic-neutrino momentum at the present epoch acts
as a rough lower bound on the effective target mass. Sec-
tion V is devoted to the implications of unconventional
neutrino histories, including neutrino decay and the con-
sequences of a lepton asymmetry in the early Universe.
We summarize what we have learned, and assess the
prospects for experimental realization of these ideas in
§VI. Looking forward to the experiments, we consider
how external information could enhance the potential
of cosmic-neutrino absorption spectroscopy, and we es-
timate the sensitivity required to make the technique a
reality.

B. Character of the Relic Neutrino Background

The cosmic microwave background is characterized by
a Bose–Einstein blackbody distribution of photons (per

unit volume)4

dnγ(T )

d3p
=

1

(2π)3
1

exp (p/T )− 1
, (1)

where p is the relic momentum and T is the temperature
of the photon ensemble. The number density of photons
throughout the Universe is

nγ(T ) =
1

(2π)3

∫
d3p

1

exp (p/T ) − 1
=

2ζ(3)

π2
T 3, (2)

where ζ(3) ≈ 1.20205 is Riemann’s zeta function. In
the present Universe, with a photon temperature T0 =
(2.725 ± 0.002) K [8], the photon density is

nγ0 ≡ nγ(T0) ≈ 410 cm−3 . (3)

The present photon density provides a reference for
other big-bang relics. The essential observation is that
neutrinos decoupled when the cosmic soup cooled to
around 1 MeV, so did not share in the energy released
when electrons and positrons annihilated at T ≈ me,
the electron mass. Applying entropy conservation and
counting interacting degrees of freedom, it follows that
the ratio of neutrino and photon temperatures (below
me) is

Tν/T =
(

4
11

)1/3
, (4)

so that the present neutrino temperature is

Tν0 =
(

4
11

)1/3
T0 = 1.945 K ! 1.697× 10−4 eV . (5)

The momentum distribution of relic neutrinos follows
the Fermi–Dirac distribution (with zero chemical poten-
tial),

dnνi
(Tν)

d3p
=

dnνc

i
(Tν)

d3p
=

1

(2π)3
1

exp (p/Tν) + 1
. (6)

The number distribution of relic neutrinos is therefore

nνi
(Tν) = nνc

i
(Tν) =

1

(2π)3

∫
d3p

1

exp (p/Tν) + 1

=
3ζ(3)

4π2
T 3

ν , (7)

= 3
22nγ(T ) .

In the present Universe, the number density of each (ac-
tive) neutrino species is 5

nνi0 = nνc

i
0 ≡ nνi

(Tν0) ≈ 56 cm−3 , (8)

4 We adopt units such that h̄ = 1 = c, and we will mea-
sure temperature in kelvins or electron volts, as appropriate to
the situation. The conversion factor is Boltzmann’s constant,
k = 8.617343 × 10−5 eV K−1.

5 The unconventional neutrino histories described in §V can alter
this expectation.

Today neutrinos have a mean temperature:

Therefore there are at least two non-relativistic neutrino states.

A process without energy threshold is mandatory! 

(Anti)neutrino capture on β-decaying nuclei

⌫e +N ! N 0 + e� ⌫̄e +N ! N 0 + e+

M(N)�M(N 0) = Q� > 0

Cocco et al 2007
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Methods to detect non-non-relativistic neutrinos:

(Anti)neutrino capture on β-decaying nuclei

Long, Lunardini & Sabancillar, JCAP’14
For finite mν, the electron kinetic energy isQβ+Eν≥Qβ+mν, while electrons emerging from the analogous beta decay 

have at most an energy Qβ−mν, neglecting nucleus recoil energy. A minimum gap of 2mν is thus present and 

this at least in principle allows to distinguish between beta decay and NCB interaction: GOOD ENERGY 
RESOLUTION!
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PTOLEMY (PonTecorvo Observatory for Light, Early-universe, 
Massive-neutrino Yield) @ LNGS
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PTOLEMY (PonTecorvo Observatory for Light, Early-universe, 
Massive-neutrino Yield) @ LNGS

The expected rate is:

For unclustered neutrinos (i.e. fc= 1) and 100 g of tritium, the expected number 
of events per year:

If neutrinos are Majorana particles, the expected number of events is doubled with respect to the Dirac case. 

The reason is related to the fact that, during the transition from ultra-relativistic to non-relativistic particles, 
helicity is conserved, but not chirality. The population of relic neutrinos is then composed by left- and right-
helical neutrinos in the Majorana case, and only left-helical neutrinos in the Dirac case. Since the neutrino 
capture can only occur for left-chiral electron neutrinos, the fact that in the Majorana case the right-handed 
neutrinos can have a left-chiral component leads to a doubled number of possible interactions.

de Salas et al, JCAP’17
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6

where zrec is the redshift of recombination. RCMB is the least model-dependent quantity extracted from the CMB
power spectrum, as it is independent of the measured value of H0. It is included in our analyses via a gaussian prior:
RCMB = 1.7407 ± 0.0094 [49]. We note however that, while in standard cosmologies the value of the recombination
redshift may be easy computed via the empirical parameterisation from Ref. [50], in non-standard scenarios such
as the one explored here the value of the recombination redshift must be computed numerically at each step of the
MCMC analysis. Therefore, zrec is computed for each possible combination of (ms, sin

2
✓ ,⌦m and ⌦⇤) by means of

the RECFAST software [51–54], which provides the precise free electron fraction evolution as a function of the redshift
xe(z). The recombination redshift zrec is defined as the redshift at which the optical depth ⌧(z) is equal to one:

⌧(zrec) =

Z zrec

0
dz

d⌘

da
xe(z)�T ⌘ 1 , (14)

where ⌘ is the conformal time and the �T is the Thomson cross section.
Before the recombination epoch, the competition between gravity and radiation pressure in the photon-baryon

fluid leads to oscillations in the plasma which propagate as acoustic waves known as Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
(BAO). At recombination (z ⇠ 1100), the photons decouple from the baryons and start to free stream, whereas the
pressure waves remain frozen. As a result, baryons accumulate at a fixed distance from the original over-density,
equal to the sound horizon length at the decoupling time. The result is a peak in the mass correlation function at this
distance, providing, a standard ruler (the BAO scale) which can be measured at various redshifts using the clustering
distribution of galaxies inferred from galaxy surveys. We consider the WiggleZ Survey measurements of the BAO
acoustic peak at three different redshifts z = 0.44, 0.6 and 0.73 [55], in terms of d(z) ⌘ rs(zdrag)/DV (z), where rs is
the sound horizon at the drag epoch (zdrag) and DV (z) represents the spherically averaged clustering statistics

DV (z) =

✓
(1 + z)2DA(z)

2 cz

H(z)

◆1/3

; (15)

DA(z) is the physical angular diameter distance, DA(z) = dL(z)/(1 + z)2, see Eq. (12). The sound horizon rs(zdrag)
is defined as the comoving distance that a wave can travel from the beginning of the Universe until the drag period

rs(zdrag) =

Z ⌘(z)

0
d⌘ cs(1 + z) , (16)

where cs = 1/
p
3(1 +R) is the sound speed, and R ⌘ 3⇢b/4⇢� . The drag epoch corresponds to the redshift at which

the drag optical depth ⌧d is equal to one:

⌧d(zdrag) =

Z zdrag

0
dz

d⌘

da

xe(z)�T

R
⌘ 1 . (17)

For non-standard cosmologies, zdrag and rs(zdrag) must again be recomputed at each point in the parameter space
[56]. Once more, we compute the free electron fraction xe(z), with the RECFAST code before solving Eqs. (16) and
(17) numerically.

In addition, depending on whether the BAO scale is measured along or across the line of sight, it provides a redshift-
dependent measurement of the Hubble parameter or of the angular diameter distance, respectively. We use here the
BAO measurements from the Data Release 11 (DR11) of the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) [57],
one of the four surveys of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey III (SDSSIII) experiment [58]. The Lyman alpha forest
absorption BAO features observed in the BOSS DR11 quasars catalog, provides, at an effective redshift of z = 2.36,
c/(H(z = 2.36)rs(zdrag) = 9.0 ± 0.3 and DA(z = 2.36)/rs(zdrag) = 10.8 ± 0.4 Mpc [59]. On the other hand, BOSS
DR11 measurements of the BAO signal in the clustering of galaxies provide, at an effective redshift of z = 0.57,
DA(z = 0.57) = 1421 ± 20 Mpc ⇥(rs(zdrag)/rs,fid) and H(z = 0.57) = 96.8 ± 3.4 km/s/Mpc ⇥(rs(zdrag)/rs,fid),
where rs,fid = 149.28 Mpc.

B. Results

We have considered two possible data combinations, which measure two qualitatively different effects on the ob-
servables. We first perform a MCMC using the HST prior and the SNLS luminosity-distance measurements only;
effectively constraining the current age of the Universe and its post-recombination evolution. We then compute a
second and more complete run which probes background cosmology at many epochs, combining the two former data
sets with the CMB shift parameter RCMB and the BAO constraints described in Sec. IV A. For the analysis of



HOT dark matter
COLD dark matter

WARM dark matter
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Small scale crisis of ΛCDM@galactic and sub-galactic scales

CDM:%challenged

BoylanHkolchin%et%al,%MNRAS%(2011,%2012)

Why$do$these$subhalos$not$
“light”$up?

CDM$is$challenged$on$observations$probing$small$scales$
1. Core/cusp$problem:$inner$density$profile$steeper$than$data$
2. Missing$satellites$problem:$expect$O(100)$satellites$but$see$~20$
3. Too$big$to$fail$problem:$massive$subhalos$are$too$dense$to$match$data

Expect$5$–$40$subhalos$with$
Vmax$>$25$km/s$$
(based$on$48$realizations)

(Boylan et al, MNRAS’11)

Core/Cusp problem

Missing satellite problem

Too big to fail (TBTF) problem
Observations seem to indicate an approximately constant dark matter density in the inner parts of 
galaxies (core), while cosmological simulations indicate a steep power-law-like behaviour (cusp)

The predicted satellite population far exceeds the observed one

Massive dark subhalos are too 

dense to match data. 

Expected 10 subhalos in the Milky

Way with v >30 km/s, only 3 known!
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Sterile keV (0.01 me) neutrino as a warm dark matter candidate?

A controversial unidentified line has 

been detected at with a significance > 3σ 

in two independent samples of X-ray clusters 

with XMM-Newton. 


It is independently seen by the same 

group in the Perseus Cluster with Chandra data. 


(Bulbul et al, APJ’14)

Virgo Cluster: 1070 DM particles

Sterile ν WDM Radiative Decay in the X-ray

“⌫s”! “⌫↵” + �

E� =
ms

2
⇠ 1 keVN2 W+ N1

l -l -

G
Decay: Shrock 1974; Pal & Wolfenstein 1981 
X-ray: Abazajian, Fuller & Tucker 2001

�� = 1.62⇥ 10�28 s�1

✓
sin2 2✓

7⇥ 10�11

◆⇣ ms

7 keV

⌘5

⌫s ! ⌫↵ + �

ms = 2E = 7.1keV

An independent group finds a line at the same 

energy toward Andromeda and Perseus with 

XMM-Newton, with a combined statistical evidence 

of 4.4σ. (Boyarsky et al, PRL’14)

(Bulbul et al, APJ’14)14
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Figure 6. 3�4 keV band of the rebinned XMM-Newton spectra of the detections.The spectra were rebinned to make the excess at ⇠3.57
keV more apparent. (APJ VERSION INCLUDES ONLY THE REBINNED MOS SPECTRUM OF THE FULL SAMPLE).

nax dwarf galaxies (Boyarsky et al. 2010; Watson et al.
2012), as showin in Figure 13(a). It is in marginal (⇠90%
significance) tension with the most recent Chandra limit
from M31 (Horiuchi et al. 2014), as shown in Figure
13(b).
For the PN flux for the line fixed at the best-fit MOS

energy, the corresponding mixing angle is sin2(2✓) =
4.3+1.2

�1.0
(+1.8

�1.7
) ⇥ 10�11. This measurement is consistent

with that obtained from the stacked MOS observations

at a 1� level. Since the most confident measurements
are provided by the highest signal-to-noise ratio stacked
MOS observations of the full sample, we will use the flux
at energy 3.57 keV when comparing the mixing angle
measurements for the sterile neutrino interpretation of
this line.

3.2. Excluding Bright Nearby Clusters from the Sample
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Sterile keV (0.01 me) neutrino as a warm dark matter candidate?

(Lovell et al, MNRAS’12)

WDM leads to an identical large scale structure pattern than CDM, but very different 
subhaloes abundance, structure and dynamics: the free streaming of a keV sterile 
neutrino will reduce power at the small scales, delaying structure formation and 
lowering the haloes concentration.

4 M. R. Lovell et al.

Simulation mWDM[keV] α[h−1Mpc] Mth[M!] mν=1.12
WDM [keV]

CDM-W7 – 0.0 – –
m2.3 2.322 0.01987 1.4× 109 1.770
m2.0 2.001 0.02357 1.8× 109 1.555
m1.6 1.637 0.02969 3.5× 109 1.265
m1.5 1.456 0.03399 5.3× 109 1.106

Table 1. Parameters of the simulations. The parameter α determines the power spectrum cutoff (Eqn. 2); mWDM is the thermal relic
mass corresponding to each value of α; and Mth is the cutoff mass scale defined using a top hat filter as described in the text. The final
column gives the particle masses that, when combined with the ν = 1.12 transfer function and mWDM − α relation of Viel et al. (2005),
give the best approximation to our ν = 1 transfer functions.

which we define as the mass within a top hat filter which,
when convolved with the CDM power spectrum, results in
a function that peaks at the same value of k as the WDM
power spectrum.

In order to compare our study to that of Viel et al.
(2005) and Viel et al. (2013) we need to take into account
that the transfer function that we use assumes ν = 1 in
Eqn. 2 while theirs assumes ν = 1.12. For values of k near
the power spectrum cutoff, the transfer function for a given
mWDM has a higher amplitude if ν = 1.12 than if ν = 1. To
match the power on this scale then requires a higher value of
mWDM if ν = 1 than if ν = 1.12. We can therefore derive an
‘equivalent ν = 1.12’ mass for each of our models which gives
the best approximation to the transfer function in our ν = 1
simulations. These masses are listed in the final column in
Table 1. (We carry out the comparison for T 2(k) > 0.5 and
use the equation relating mWDM and α given in Eqn. 7 of
Viel et al. 2005).

The linear theory power spectra used to set up the ini-
tial conditions are plotted in Fig. 1. By construction, the
peak of the power spectrum moves to higher k as α decreases
(and the particle mass increases). For all WDM models the
initial power spectrum peaks at a value of k smaller than
the Nyquist frequency of the particle load in the simula-
tion. This will lead to the formation of spurious haloes as
mentioned in Section 1.

Self-bound haloes were identified using the subfind al-
gorithm (Springel et al. 2001); they are required to contain
at least 20 particles. The largest subfind group is the galac-
tic halo itself, to which we will refer as the ‘main halo’.
Smaller haloes that reside within the main halo are known
as ‘subhaloes’, whereas those that are outside the main halo
are ‘independent haloes’. Most of the subhaloes will have
experienced gravitational stripping whilst most of the inde-
pendent haloes will have not.

A first view of the simulations is presented in Fig. 2.
The smooth component of the main haloes is very similar
in all five models: in all cases, the haloes are similarly cen-
trally concentrated and elongated. The main difference is
in the abundance of subhaloes. The myriad small subhaloes
evident in CDM-W7 are mostly absent in the WDM models.
For these, the number of subhaloes decreases as α increases
(and the WDM particle mass decreases).

The apparent similarity of the main haloes displayed
in Fig. 2 is quantified in Table 2 which lists the masses and
radii of the largest friends-of-friends halo in each simulation.
The table gives their masses enclosed within radii of mean
density 200 times the critical density (M200) and 200 times
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Figure 1. The linear theory power spectrum used in the simula-
tions. The black line corresponds to the CDM model, CDM-W7,
while the blue, green, orange and red lines correspond to the
m2.3, m2.0, m1.6, and m1.5 WDM models respectively. The ar-
rows mark, in order of smallest to largest, the Nyquist frequency
of our low, medium, and high resolution simulations.

Simulation M200[M!] r200[kpc] M200b[M!] r200b[kpc]

CDM-W7 1.94×1012 256.1 2.53×1012 432.1
m2.3 1.87×1012 253.4 2.52×1012 431.4
m2.0 1.84×1012 251.7 2.51×1012 430.8
m1.6 1.80×1012 250.1 2.49×1012 429.9
m1.5 1.80×1012 249.8 2.48×1012 429.0
Aq-A2 1.84×1012 245.9 2.52×1012 433.5

Table 2. Properties of the main friends-of-friends halo in each
high resolution simulation. The radii r200 and r200b enclose re-
gions within which the mean density is 200 times the critical and
background density respectively. The masses M200 and M200b are
those contained within these radii. We also reproduce data from
the original Aquarius Aq-A2 halo.

the background density (M200b). There is a slight trend of
decreasing mass with increasing α, but the maximum change
is only 7 percent for M200 and 2 percent for M200b. The
change in cosmological parameters also makes only a small
difference: M200 is 5 percent higher for CDM-W7 than for
the original Aquarius halo with WMAP year 1 parameters.

c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–21

“The properties of warm dark matter haloes”
By

Mark R. Lovell, Carlos S. Frenk, Vincent R. Eke, 
Adrian Jenkins, Liang Gao  & Tom Theuns, 

MNRAS’14

https://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Frenk%2C%20Carlos%20S.?recid=1246844&ln=en
https://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Eke%2C%20Vincent%20R.?recid=1246844&ln=en
https://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Gao%2C%20Liang?recid=1246844&ln=en
https://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Theuns%2C%20Tom?recid=1246844&ln=en
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Sterile keV (0.01 me) neutrino as a warm dark matter candidate?

(Lovell et al, MNRAS’12)

Simulations have shown that WDM can solve/alleviate the small scale crisis of ΛCDM

WDM leads to an identical large scale structure pattern than CDM, but very different 
subhaloes abundance, structure and dynamics: the free streaming of a keV sterile 
neutrino will reduce power at the small scales, delaying structure formation and 
lowering the haloes concentration.
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Sterile keV (0.01 me) neutrino as a warm dark matter candidate?

(Lovell et al, MNRAS’12)

WDM could reconcile theory with observations!

“The Haloes of Bright Satellite Galaxies in a Warm Dark Matter Universe”,  Mark R. Lovell, Vincent R. Eke, Carlos S. Frenk, Liang Gao, Adrian Jenkins, Tom Theuns, 
Jie Wang, D.M. White , Alexey Boyarsky & Oleg Ruchayskiy MNRAS’12
“The properties of warm dark matter haloes”,  Mark R. Lovell, Carlos S. Frenk, Vincent R. Eke, Adrian Jenkins, Liang Gao  & Tom Theuns, MNRAS’14
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 Neff changes the freeze out temperature of weak interactions:

Yp =
2(n/p)
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Neutrino Physics Neutrinos And Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

Figure 3: Contours of constant values of �N⌫ (red) and ⌘10 (blue) in the YP�yDP plane. From bottom
to top the red curves correspond to �N⌫ = 0, 1, 2. From left to right the blue curves correspond to
⌘10 = 7.0, 6.5, 6.0, 5.5. Also shown (filled circle and error bars) are the adopted primordial abundances
of D and 4He and their 1� uncertainties.

0.4.3 BBN Constraints On The Baryon Density (⌘10) And Lepton Asymmetry (⇠)

If it is assumed that there is no dark radiation (�N⌫ = 0), the observationally-inferred abundances of
D and 4He may be used to constrain the baryon density and any lepton asymmetry.

145⇠ = ⌘D � ⌘He = �5.54± 3.78, (30)

116⌘10 = 115⌘D + ⌘He = 697± 32. (31)

In Fig. 5 are shown contours of constant values of ⌘10 and ⇠ in the YP � yDP plane, along with the
adopted values of yDP and YP and their 1� error bars. Measurements of yDP and YP constrain
⌘10 and ⇠. From BBN using the adopted primordial D and 4He abundances it is found in this case
that ⌘10 = 6.01 ± 0.28 (⌦Bh

2 = 0.0219 ± 0.0010) and ⇠ = �0.038 ± 0.026. The latter result is
consistent with ⇠ = 0 at ⇠ 1.5�. At 2�, this result provides an upper bound to the magnitude of
the neutrino degeneracy parameter (|⇠| <⇠ 0.090) which can be used to constrain the contribution to
�N⌫ resulting from the presence of the “extra” energy density associated with an excess of neutrinos
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Figure 1: Fig. 1 (left): The first detection of BAO by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Points show
the measured correlation function of luminous red galaxies (LRGs) as a function of comoving sepa-
ration. The enhancement of clustering at 100h−1 Mpc (approximately 150 Mpc for h = 0.7) reveals
the imprint of baryon acoustic oscillations. Curves show theoretical predictions for different values
of the baryon-to-dark matter ratio. Fitting the peak of the correlation function bump yields the
BAO scale, with 1σ precision of 4% in this measurement. Fig. 2 (right): Anticipated precision of
the correlation function measurement from the LRG sample of the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic
Survey. These measurements will allow determination of the angular diameter distance dA with
errors of 1.0% at z = 0.35, and 1.1% at z = 0.6, and determination of the Hubble parameter H(z)
with errors of 1.8% and 1.7% at the same redshifts. BOSS will also use the distribution of neutral
hydrogen absorption in the spectra of high-redshift quasars to measure the BAO scale, determining
dA to 1.5% and H(z) to 1.8% at z = 2.5.

measurement of the BAO feature in the galaxy correlation function. Because we can measure both
the angular size and the line-of-sight separation of the BAO scale, we obtain measurements of both
the angular diameter distance dA(z) and the Hubble expansion parameter H(z), which provide
complementary information about dark energy and space curvature. Our forecasts show that the
LRG sample will yield 1σ errors on dA of 1.0% at z = 0.35 and 1.1% at z = 0.6 and corresponding
H(z) errors of 1.8% and 1.7%. All current evidence indicates that these errors will be dominated
by statistical rather than systematic uncertainties.

The BOSS LRG survey will be the definitive low redshift BAO experiment for the foreseeable
future, reaching within a factor of 2 of the full-sky cosmic variance errors for z < 0.5. The BOSS
spectroscopic survey covers 1/4 of the sky with precise redshifts of strongly clustered tracers,
with sampling density sufficient to extract nearly all of the BAO information. Even a full-sky
photometric redshift survey cannot match the BOSS BAO precision at z < 0.7 because of the loss
of BAO information due to imprecise redshifts. Photometric surveys also cannot measure H(z)
because they do not resolve the BAO peak in the line-of-sight direction. In contrast to Type
Ia supernovae, which are calibrated by objects in the local Hubble expansion, the BAO scale is
anchored in the cosmic microwave background at z = 1100, so the leverage of BAO measurements
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Figure 8. Points with errors show our measurement of P̂halo(k). We show
√

Cii as error bars; recall that the points are positively correlated. We plot

the best-fitting WMAP5+LRG ΛCDM model (Ωm,Ωb, ΩΛ, ns, σ8, h) = (0.291, 0.0474, 0.709, 0.960, 0.820, 0.690) with best-fitting nuisance parameters
a1 = 0.172 and a2 = −0.198 (solid curve), for which χ2 = 40.0; the dashed line shows the same model but with a1 = a2 = 0, for which χ2 = 43.3.
The BAO inset shows the same data and model divided by a spline fit to the smooth component, Psmooth, as in Fig. 4 of P09. In Section 5.1 we find the

significance of the BAO detection in the P̂halo(k) measurement is∆χ2 = 8.9.

WMAP5 are used, our constraint on the BAO scale provides a much

more precise determination of DV at the effective redshift of the

survey than the shape information alone.

In more extended models than we have thus far considered,

we may expect the additional shape information to allow tighter

constraints. The cosmological parameters most closely constrained

by the broad P (k) shape are those which affect the shape di-
rectly or which affect parameters degenerate with the shape: these

are expected to be the power spectrum spectral slope ns, its run-

ning dns/d ln k, neutrino mass mν , and the number of relativis-

tic species Neff . Thus far in our analysis, we have assumed

dns/d ln k = 0,mν = 0, and Neff = 3.04.

One intuitively expects the measurement of P̂halo(k) to im-
prove constraints on the primordial power spectrum. In a ΛCDM
model where both running of the spectral index and tensors are

allowed, WMAP5 still places relatively tight constraints on the pri-

mordial power spectrum: ns = 1.087+0.072
−0.073 and d ln ns/d ln k =

−0.05 ± 0.03. The measurement reported in this paper probes

at most ∆ ln k ∼ 2 and covers a range corresponding to ! ∼
300−3000; this range overlaps CMB measurements but extends to
smaller scales. Over this k-range and for this model, WMAP5 con-
strains the P (k) shape to vary by ∼ 8% from variations in the pri-

mordial power spectrum. Due to the uncertainties in the relation be-

tween the galaxy and underlying matter density fields, our nuisance

parameters alone allow Phalo(k,p) to vary by up to 10−14% over

this region. Therefore we do not expect significant gains on ns or

d ln ns/d ln k from our measurement.

The effect of massive neutrinos in the CMB power spec-

trum is to increase the height of the high ! acoustic peaks: free
streaming neutrinos smooth out perturbations, thus boosting acous-

tic oscillations. In the matter power spectrum instead, neutrino

free streaming gives a scale-dependent suppression of power on

the scales that large scale structure measurements currently probe

(Lesgourgues & Pastor 2006). This makes these two observables

highly complementary in constraining neutrino masses with cos-

mology.
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SDSS II 2009:  110 000 LRGs, 8000 deg2 , z=0.35.

SSDS 2005: Primera detección de la señal BAO (3.4s) (47000 LRGs, 4000 deg2 , z=0.35)

Los catálogos de galaxias miden la función de correlación:
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Figure 7. WMAP5, Union supernova sample, and the LRG P̂halo(k)
A0.35 constraint on the geometry of the universe. Upper panel: curva-

ture varies and w = −1 is fixed. The dashed line shows a flat universe,
Ωm + ΩΛ = 1. Lower panel: w varies (assumed independent of redshift),

and a flat universe is assumed. The dashed line indicates a cosmological

constant, w = −1. WMAP5 and Union supernova contours are MCMC
results, while for P̂halo(k), we approximate ∆χ2 = 2.3 and ∆χ2 = 6
contours by showingA0.35±

√
2.3σA0.35

andA0.35±
√

6.0σA0.35
from

the constraints in the top row of Table 2.

have assumed w = −1 and allow curvature to vary. The three in-
dependent constraints intersect near Ωm = 0.3 and a flat universe
(dashed line). In the lower panel, we assume flatness but allow w
to vary; again the contours intersect near Ωm = 0.3 and w = −1,
a cosmological constant.

In this Section we combine these probes using the Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to obtain constraints on four

cosmological models: a flat universe with a cosmological constant

(ΛCDM), a ΛCDM universe with curvature (oΛCDM), a flat uni-
verse with a dark energy component with constant equation of

state w (wCDM), and a wCDM universe with curvature (owCDM).

In each model we combine the constraints from P̂halo(k) with

the WMAP5 results (Dunkley et al. 2009). In the last model, we

also present constraints in combination with both WMAP5 and

the Union Supernova Sample (Kowalski et al. 2008). Marginalized

one-dimensional parameter constraints are presented in Table 3.

The best-fitting ΛCDM fit to the WMAP5+LRG likelihoods
is (Ωm, Ωb, ΩΛ, ns, σ8, h) = (0.291, 0.0474, 0.709, 0.960, 0.820,
0.690) with best-fitting nuisance parameters a1 = 0.172 and

a2 = −0.198. This model has χ2
LRG = 40.0 when fitting to 45

bandpowers, and is shown with the data in Fig. 8. In this model

adding the information from P̂halo breaks the partial degeneracy

between Ωm and H0 in the WMAP5 data and reduces the uncer-

tainties in each by a factor of ∼ 1.6 compared to WMAP5 alone:
Ωm = 0.289 ± 0.019 and H0 = 69.4 ± 1.6 km s−1 Mpc−1

(Ωm = 0.258 ± 0.03 and H0 = 71.9+2.6
−2.7 km s−1 Mpc−1 for

WMAP5). The constraint on σ8 also tightens by 30% because of

the σ8 − Ωmh2 partial degeneracy in the WMAP5 data. Note that

since we marginalize over the galaxy bias, we have no constraint

on σ8 directly from the LRGs.

In Fig. 9 we show the effect of opening the cosmological pa-

rameter space to include curvature and a constant dark energy equa-

tion of state w. Solid contours show the ΛCDM constraint in each

panel for comparison. The dashes show WMAP5-only constraints.

Without the ΛCDM assumption, WMAP5 cannot constrain Ωm

and H0 separately from Ωmh2. In each of these models, the inclu-

sion of the P̂halo(k) information can break the degeneracy through
the BAO constraint on rs/DV . Table 3 shows that the cold dark

matter density, Ωch
2, constraint improves by ∼ 15% compared

to the WMAP5-only constraint (∼ ±0.0063) due to the power
spectrum shape information in the non-ΛCDM models. Moreover,

the rs/DV (0.35) constraint does not deviate substantially from the
P̂halo(k)+Ωmh2 prior constraint presented in Table 2. In the con-

text of power-law initial conditions, P̂halo(k) information does not
improve constraints on the spectral index ns.

Allowing curvature relaxes the constraints on Ωm and H0 to

the WMAP5-only ΛCDM errors on these parameters, while tightly

constraining Ωtot = 1 − Ωk to 1.0114+0.0077
−0.0076 (−0.027 < Ωk <

0.003 with 95% confidence). If instead we assume flatness but al-

low the dark energy equation of state as an additional parameter w
(assumed constant), w is constrained to −0.79 ± 0.15. Since the
effective LRG sample redshift is zeff = 0.313, allowing w to de-

viate from −1 significantly degrades the z = 0 constraints, Ωm

andH0.

When both Ωk and w vary, there remains a large degeneracy

between Ωm, H0, and w. Curvature is still tightly constrained and
consistent with flatness at the percent level:Ωtot = 1.009±0.012.
Figure 10 demonstrates that supernovae can break the degeneracy

in this model. The combination of all three data sets simultaneously

constrains Ωk within 0.009 and w to 11%, while still improving

constraints on Ωm and H0 compared with WMAP5 alone in the

ΛCDMmodel. AllowingΩk #= 0 and/orw #= −1 all act to increase
Ωm and decreaseH0 compared with the ΛCDMmodel. The upper

panel of Figure 10 shows that theΛCDMmodel is only∼ 1σ away
from the best fit. The full set of constraints on all parameters is

reported in Table 3.

5.4 Additional constraints from the broad P̂halo(k) shape

For the models considered thus far, we have shown that gains in

cosmological parameter constraints from adding constraints on the

broad shape of P̂halo(k) to WMAP5 results are moderate: ∼ 15%
improvement in Ωch2 for all the models considered in Table 3.

On the other hand, when the constraints on Ωbh
2 and Ωch
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